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Abstract
We use an alternative graphical representation for formulas in implicational intuitionistic
logic in order to obtain and demonstrate results concerning provability. We demonstrate
the adequateness of the method in this area, showing that one can easily recognize
and prove new results and simplify the proofs of others. As such, we extend a known
class of formulas for which uniqueness of -normal proofs is true and dene a new
one for uniqueness of -normal proofs. We also give a precise characterization of the
set of provable monatomic formulas and obtain as a corollary a necessary condition for
intuitionistic theorems in general.
Key words: implicational logic, provability, uniqueness of proofs,
formula-tree approach
1 Introduction
Over the years a lot of research has been done concerning provability in (subsystems
of) the implicational fragment of intuitionistic logic. These studies led to results
on several topics including proof generating algorithms in [8], complexity results
in [15] and [11], counting algorithms for the set of normal (principal) proofs of a
formula in [4], [5] and [7]. Also a number of suÆcient and/or necessary conditions
on the uniqueness of normal proofs were obtained, motivated by Komori who,
in [13], raised the question whether normal proofs of minimal formulas are unique
in the natural deduction system for the implicational intuitionistic logic and for
BCK-logic. The latter was shown to be true for -reduction, and consequently
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for -reduction, by Hirokawa in [10]. On the other hand, minimal implicational
intuitionistic theorems with more than one -normal proof have been exhibited
independently by Mints in [14], who on the other side proved uniqueness of -
normal for balanced formulas, and by Tatsuta in [16]. In this last paper Tatsuta
also showed uniqueness of -normal proofs for minimal formulas of depth  2.
These results have been somehow unied by Aoto and Ono who showed uniqueness
of -normal proofs for negatively non-duplicated formulas in [1]. Uniqueness of
-normal proofs for minimal formulas provable without non-prime contraction was
shown by Aoto in [2].
In this paper, we continue this line of research. We show that using an alter-
native graphical representation for formulas, which is called formula tree represen-
tation and was rst introduced in [6], one can easily obtain and prove new results
in this area and rather simplify the proofs of others.
Note that by the Curry-Howard isomorphism, cf. [12], every implicational for-
mula can be regarded as a type of a -term in the system TA

of simply typed
-calculus and any such -term can be regarded as a proof of the formula. In this
paper we use -terms as a representation for proofs.
In section 2 we recall the basic notions concerning the formula tree representa-
tion, that will be used in the rest of the paper. In section 3 we show that using the
representation of formulas by formula trees, the results concerning uniqueness of
-normal proofs become straightforward, can in fact be extended and have sim-
ple, almost direct proofs. Furthermore, we prove uniqueness of -normal proofs for
another large class of formulas. In section 4 we obtain a simple, syntactical char-
acterization of the set of provable monatomic formulas and obtain as a corollary
a necessary condition for intuitionistic theorems in general.
2 Background
We assume familiarity with the basic notions in -calculus and use standard no-
tation from [3] and [9]. Our notation diers from that in [3], since we denote
type-variables (atoms) by \A,B,C,: : :"and arbitrary types by lower-case Greek let-
ters. For type assignment we consider the system TA

of simply typed -calculus
a la Curry (for an introduction see [9] or [3]). A -term (in normal form) to which
a type/formula  can be assigned is called a (normal) inhabitant of  .
2.1 Formula trees and proof trees
In the following we recall the denition of an alternative tree-like representation for
formulas/types, called formula trees, rst introduced in [6], which gives us an exact
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idea on the dierent stages during the construction of normal proofs/inhabitants
of a formula/type. In fact, the formula tree of a formula  denes some kind of
hierarchy over the primitive parts of  which can be used to construct proofs of 
represented by proof trees.
Denition 2.1 Formula trees are trees whose nodes consist of primitive parts
which are of either one of the following forms (P1), (P2) or (P3):
(P1):
j
A
(P2):
A

 

A
1
: : :
A
n
(n  1) (P3):
A
j
A tree with primitive parts as nodes is a formula tree i

the root of the tree is of form (P1);

every internal node of the tree is of form (P2);

every leaf of the tree is of form (P2) or (P3).
The following algorithm computes the formula tree tree(') of a formula '.
We use dashed lines for the edges of the formula tree in order to distinguish them
from the edges in the primitive parts (nodes) of the tree. Note that every formula
' can be written uniquely in the form ' = 
1
! : : : ! 
n
! A, where A is an
atom and n  0. The algorithm is given by the following.
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Note that one can easily dene an inverse algorithm, which given a formula
tree FT computes the unique formula ' such that tree(') = FT.
Example 2.2 The formula ((A! B) ! A! B)! (A! B)! A! B has the
following formula tree
j
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with primitive parts
p
0
=
j
B
p
1
=
B
= n
B A
p
2
=
B
j
A
p
3
=
A
j
p
4
=
A
j
:
Denition 2.3 A proof tree built from a formula tree tree(') is obtained by
joining primitive parts of tree(') identifying/overlapping (dierent) occurrences
of the same type variable. We call it a valid proof tree if

all leafs in the proof tree are of form (P3);

whenever a primitive part p
i
occurs beneath some primitive part p
j
in the for-
mula tree tree('), then above every occurrence of p
i
in the proof tree there is
at least one occurrence of p
j
.
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Note that the formula tree of ' denes some kind of hierarchy over its primitive
parts, which has to be respected by every valid proof tree built from tree('). In
particular, this means that the root of every valid proof tree built from tree(') is
the root of tree(').
Example 2.4 A valid proof tree for the formula in example 2.2 is
p
0
p
2
p
3
which looks like
j
B
j
A
j
On the other hand,
p
0
p
2
p
4
is no valid proof tree (though it would have the same appearance), since it does
not respect the hierarchy given by the formula tree
p
0

 



p
1


p
2
p
3
p
4
of ((A! B)! A! B)! (A! B)! A! B, which requires that p
4
should
only be used beneath occurrences of both p
0
and p
1
. Other valid proof trees are
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p
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3
p
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and
p
0
p
1
p
2
p
3
p
3
both with appearance
j
B
= n
B A
j j
A
j
:
2.2 Proof trees and (long) normal inhabitants
A -normal inhabitant M of a type ' is called a long normal inhabitant of ' i
every variable-occurrence z in M is followed by the longest sequence of arguments
allowed by its type, i.e. i each component with form (zP
1
: : : P
n
), (n  0) that is
not in a function position has atomic type. The (nite) set of all terms obtained
by -reducing a -term M is called the -family of M and denoted by fMg

. It
has been shown (cf. [4], [9]) that the -families of the long normal inhabitants of
' partition the set of normal inhabitants of ' into non-overlapping nite subsets,
each -family containing just one long member. Furthermore, Ben-Yelles (cf. [4],
[9]) showed that every normal inhabitant of a type ' can be -expanded to one
unique (up to -conversion) long normal inhabitant of '. A simple expansion-
algorithm can be found in [9]. Thus, when seeking for normal inhabitants of a
type it is suÆcient to compute the set of its long normal inhabitants from which
all normal inhabitants can be obtained by -reduction.
In [6] an algorithm was dened which given a long inhabitant M of a formula
' computes a valid proof tree PT(M) of tree('). Also, the inverse algorithm was
given in [6], which given the formula tree of a formula ', t = tree('), and a valid
proof tree  built from it, computes a nite set Terms() of long closed normal
inhabitants of '.
Proposition 2.5 (in [6])
(i) If M is a long normal inhabitant of a type ', then PT(M) is a valid proof tree
built from tree(').
(ii) Let  be a valid proof tree built from the formula tree of some type '. Then
every member of Terms() is a closed long normal inhabitant of '.
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Furthermore, the two algorithms are complementary in the sense that for every
closed long normal inhabitant M of ' there is M 2 Terms(PT(M)).
Resuming, every normal inhabitant of a type ' corresponds to one valid proof
tree built from tree('), every valid proof tree built from tree(') corresponds to
a nite set of normal inhabitants of ', and distinct valid proof trees correspond to
distinct and disjoint sets of normal inhabitants.
3 Uniqueness of normal proofs in implicational intuition-
istic logic
In [13], 1986, Komori raised the question whether normal proofs of minimal formu-
las are unique in the natural deduction system for the implicational intuitionistic
logic and for BCK-logic. The latter was shown to be true for -reduction, and
consequently
1
for -reduction, by Hirokawa in [10]. On the other hand, min-
imal implicational intuitionistic theorems with more than one -normal proof
have been exhibited independently by Mints in [14], who on the other side proved
uniqueness of -normal proofs for balanced formulas, and by Tatsuta in [16]. In
this last paper Tatsuta also showed uniqueness of -normal proofs for minimal
formulas of depth  2. These results have been somehow unied by Aoto and Ono
who showed uniqueness of -normal proofs for negatively non-duplicated formu-
las in [1]. Uniqueness of -normal proofs for minimal formulas provable without
non-prime contraction was shown by Aoto in [2].
In this section we show that using the representation of formulas by formula
trees, the results concerning -normal proofs become straightforward, can in
fact be extended and have simple, almost direct proofs. Furthermore, we prove
uniqueness of -normal proofs for another large class of formulas.
We rst recall the denition of the algorithm Terms, from [6], which given the
formula tree t of a formula ', i.e. t = tree('), and any valid proof tree  built
from it, computes a nite set Terms() = Terms(t; 0;; ;) of long closed normal
inhabitants of '. In the following let L represent a set assigning variable names
to primitive parts of t. Then, Terms(t; k;; L) is dened by the following.
Let
j
A
be the root of  and consider the corresponding occurrence of A in t of
1
Note that uniqueness of -normal proofs implies uniqueness of -normal proofs. This results
trivially from the fact that every -normal form is in particular a -normal form.
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the form
j
A






p
1
: : :
p
n
with n  0. Now, let L
0
= L [ f(p
i
; x
k
i
) j 1  i  ng.

If  is of the form
j
A
j
, then take the corresponding primitive part p =
A
j
and
let
Terms(t; k;; L) = fx
k
1
: : : x
k
n
:x j (p; x) 2 L
0
g:

Otherwise,  is of the form
j
A

 



1
: : :

m
with m  1, and such that for i = 1; : : : ; m the root of 
i
is B
i
. Consider the
corresponding primitive part p
A

 

B
1
: : :
B
m
and let Terms(t; k;; L) =
fx
k
1
: : : x
k
n
:xM
1
: : :M
m
j (p; x) 2 L
0
;M
j
2 Terms(t; k + 1;
j
; L
0
); 1  j  mg:
Lemma 3.1 Let ' be a formula and  a valid proof tree built from t = tree(').
Then, jTerms()j > 1 only if at least one primitive part has been used more than
once in a branch of the proof tree.
Proof. It is easy to show, by induction on the depth of , that if no primitive
part is used more than once in any branch of , then during the computation of
Terms(), in any step the set L
0
contains at most one pair of the form (p; x) for
any primitive part p. The result follows directly. 2
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Denition 3.2 An occurrence of a subformula in a formula is dened as positive
or negative as follows.

 occurs positively in  ;

if an occurrence of a subformula is positive (negative) in  , then it is negative
(resp. positive) in  ! ';

if an occurrence of a subformula is positive (negative) in ', then it is positive
(resp. negative) in  ! '.
A formula  is called negatively non-duplicated if every atom has at most one
negative occurrence in it.
Note that the class of negatively non-duplicated formulas properly contains
all other classes that are mentioned in the beginning of this section, i.e. the class
of balanced formulas, the class of minimal formulas provable without non-prime
contraction, etc. Thus the following result, from [1], implies all other results
concerning uniqueness of -normal proofs. We now show that it becomes almost
straightforward when using formula trees and present a rather simple proof for it.
Theorem 3.3 Every provable negatively non-duplicated formula has exactly one
-normal proof.
Proof. We consider a provable negatively non-duplicated formula  with formula
tree tree(). Note that every atom in the bottom (resp. top) of any primitive
part in tree() corresponds to a positive (resp. negative) occurrence of that atom
in  . Since  is negatively non-duplicated, this means that for each atom A there
is at most one primitive part with A at its top in tree(). Thus, during the
construction of a proof tree there are no choices, which justies the existence of a
unique proof tree. On the other hand, it also shows that there is no possibility of
using a primitive part more that once in any branch, since this would lead to an
innite repetition. Finally, we conclude from lemma 3.1 that although every proof
tree corresponds in general to a nite number n  1 of -normal forms, one has
n > 1 only if at least one primitive part has been used more than once in a branch
of the proof tree. 2
The proof of the previous result allows us to identify a larger class of formulas
for which uniqueness of -reduction is true.
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Denition 3.4 A formula  is called deterministic i in every step during the
construction of a valid proof tree there are no alternative choices.
Example 3.5 The formula from example 2.2 is not deterministic, since already
in the rst step there are two possible choices. In fact, we can choose between
primitive parts p1 or p2 in order to pursue the construction of a valid proof tree.
Corollary 3.6 Every deterministic formula has exactly one -normal proof.
Note that the class of deterministic formulas properly includes the class of
negatively non-duplicated formulas. Furthermore, deterministic formulas are very
easily recognized
2
.
Example 3.7 Consider the following formula  from [2]. The formula  is not
negatively non-duplicated, hence does not t into the class of formulas for which
uniqueness of -reduction has been shown before.
 = (((S ! P )! S ! Q)! (P ! Q)! R)! (P ! Q)! R
Its formula tree tree() is
R



 

R

 

Q
Q



 
 Q

 P
P S P
S
2
Given a formula  with n occurrences of atoms, it takes at most n steps to decide if  is
deterministic.
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and there are no choices during the construction of the only valid proof tree of  .
R

 

Q Q
P
P
j
S
j
We conclude that  has exactly one -normal proof.
In the remaining of this section we present a new class of formulas for which
we prove uniqueness of -normal forms.
Denition 3.8 A formula  is called -free i there is no positive occurrence of a
subformula in  of the form 
1
! : : :! 
n
! A! B, where A and B are atoms.
The name -free is justied by the following.
Theorem 3.9 All -families of an -free type are singletons.
Proof. By inspection of the algorithm Terms it is easy to verify that in order to
construct a long -inhabitant M of a type  that is not in -normal form, one
has to construct some (sub-)term of M of the form x
k
1
: : : x
k
n
:xM
1
: : :M
m 1
x
k
n
.
Here, x
k
n
being of atomic type follows from M being a long inhabitant. Thus, p
n
(the part corresponding to x
k
n
) has to be of the form
B
j
for some atom B, and
consequently there is some positive occurrence of a subformula in  of the form

1
! : : : ! 
n 1
! B ! A, where A and B are atoms. This last conclusion
follows from the denition of tree(). In fact, whenever
A
i




t(
i1
)
: : :
t(
im
i
)
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occurs in tree(), then 
i1
! : : : ! 
im
i
! A
i
occurs positively in  . Hence, if

im
i
= B, then  is not -free. 2
Corollary 3.10 Every provable negatively non-duplicated and -free formula has
a unique -normal proof in NJ.
Corollary 3.11 Every provable deterministic and -free formula has a unique -
normal proof in NJ.
Example 3.12 The formula  from example 3.7 does not t into this class, since
it has positive occurrences of (S ! P )! S ! Q as well as P ! Q. In fact, there
are two -normal proofs for  .
4 A characterization of monatomic theorems in implica-
tional intuitionistic logic
Denition 4.1 A type  is called monatomic i only one type variable occurs in
 .
The following result on the cardinality of the set of normal proofs for a monatomic
formula was originally given for types and is true for - as well as for -normal
forms.
Theorem 4.2 (Ben-Yelles, 1979) Let  be a monatomic formula of the form
 = 
1
! : : :! 
m
! A
with m  0. Then,
(i) if at least one 
i
is composite, i.e. non-atomic, then  has either none or an
innite number of normal proofs;
(ii) if 
1
= : : : = 
m
= A, then  has exactly m normal proofs.
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Example 4.3 Consider the formula  = ((A ! A) ! A ! A) ! ((A ! A) !
(((A ! A) ! A) ! (A ! (A ! A) ! A) ! A) ! A) ! (A ! A) ! A ! A
with formula tree
A










A





A





A A
A

 A A

 A



 A
A A A A


A

 A A


A A
From Ben-Yelles' result we conclude that  has either none or an innite number
of normal proofs. But does it in fact have any?
In the following we give a simple, syntactical characterization of the set of
provable monatomic formulas.
Denition 4.4 A formula tree is called complete i all leafs are of the form (P3),
cf. denition 2.1. Pruning a formula tree means removing branches at dashed
edges (together with the subtrees which are rooted at these edges).
Theorem 4.5 A monatomic formula  is provable i at least one complete subtree
can be obtained by pruning tree().
Proof. The if part is easy. In order to construct a valid proof tree for  such that
a complete subtree can be obtained by pruning tree(), just overlap occurrences
of variables at opposite sides of dashed lines in this complete subtree.
For the only-if part let  be a valid proof tree built from tree() =
j
A






t(
1
)
: : :
t(
k
)
.
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We prove the result by induction on the depth n of . For depth n = 1 we have
 =
j
A
j
; thus t(
j
) =
A
j
; for some j 2 f1; : : : ; kg and the result is true.
For n > 1 consider j 2 f1; : : : ; kg such that the part in the top of
t(
j
) =
A








A
1
  
 
!
!!
: : :
A
p
 
 
!!
!
t(
11
)
: : :
t(
1m
1
)
: : :
t(
p1
)
: : :
t(
pm
p
)
corresponds to the rst part used in  =
j
A







1
: : :

p
: Thus, each 
i
, for 1 
i  p, has depth < n and can be built from
j
A
"
"
"
"
"
"
##
##
##
#
t(
1
) : : : t(
k
) t(
i1
) : : : t(
im
i
)
:
We conclude from the induction hypothesis that at least one of
j
A



, with  2
ft(
1
); : : : ; t(
k
); t(
i1
); : : : ; t(
im
i
)g, is complete. The result follows from the
fact that this is true for all i 2 f1; : : : ; pg. 2
Example 4.6 The following is a complete subtree obtained by pruning tree()
of example 4.3.
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A


A





A

 A


A A
A


A
and another one is
A
$$
$
A
Consequently,  is provable and has an innite number of normal proofs.
Note that from any, possibly non-monatomic, provable formula  one obtains a
provable monatomic formula by instantiation. Thus, we get the following necessary
condition for provability of formulas in general from theorem 4.5.
Corollary 4.7 For every provable formula  at least one complete subtree can be
obtained by pruning tree(). 2
5 Conclusions
In this paper we represent formulas by formula trees in order to obtain and prove
results concerning provability in implicational intuitionistic logic. One of the ma-
jor advantages of this representation of formulas is that it makes a lot of their
properties evident and turns proving them very intuitive and easy.
In fact, the formula tree of a formula provides us with an hierarchy over the
primitive parts of a formula. These primitive parts can be combined in order to
build valid proof trees (the construction works similar to a domino game where one
has to join dierent occurrences of a same atom, while respecting the hierarchy
given by the formula tree). Every proof tree corresponds to a nite set of normal
proofs of the formula and every normal proof is represented by exactly one valid
proof tree. Note that valid proof trees which use all primitive parts at least (resp.
exactly or at most) once correspond essentially to proofs of formulas in relevance
(resp. BCI- or BCK-) logic. This makes this representation also adequate for
studying properties in these subsystems.
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In this paper we illustrate the adequateness of this representation proving re-
sults concerning uniqueness of normal proof and provability of monatomic formu-
las. But there are many other applications. For instance, in order to prove the
existence and correctness of the limits for the counting algorithm for (long) normal
inhabitants given in [4], which has a very long and complex proof (see [9]), it is
almost suÆcient to note the following:
1. the depth of a long normal inhabitant equals the depth of its corresponding
valid proof tree;
2. if any branch in a valid proof tree has depth  number of distinct atoms in
the type, then there is at least one atom which occurs twice in this branch and it is
possible to repeat the part between these two occurrences (as often as you want),
thus increasing the depth and obtaining new proof trees or equivalently normal
inhabitants;
3. a type has at most j j primitive parts, where j j is the number of occurrences
of atoms in  ; thus the number of distinct sets of available primitive parts (due to
the hierarchy over primitive parts given by the formula tree) in a branch is  j j;
consequently in every branch of depth > j jjj jj there is at least one atom which
occurs twice with the same set of available primitive parts; thus the part between
these two occurrences can be cut out, leading to a shorter proof tree.
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